The influence of nanosecond pulse-driven, surface-mounted dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) actuators on a transonic flow is studied numerically. An airfoil representing turbomachinery blades in transonic flow is considered as a test case. A two-dimensional fluid model of DBD is used to describe the plasma dynamics. The model couples fluid discharge equations with compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Simulations were conducted with an airfoil of NACA 3506 profile in a transonic condition of M = 0.75. When a nanosecond pulse voltage is used, with a rise and a decay time of the order of nanoseconds, a significant amount of energy is transferred in a short time from the plasma to the fluid, which leads to the formation of micro-shock waves and therefore to the modification of flow features. Moreover, a plasma energy deposition model is developed and presented by using the results of the plasma discharge model.
Introduction
For future huge airships, which are being designed to fly at very high altitude (as in the case of the MAAT project [1] ), efficiency increase is a crucial subject. For such airships, any increase in propulsion system efficiency will lead to a decrease in energy consumption through a decrease in size, length and mechanical complexity of propulsion system, thus also lowering the initial investment. At the blades of a propulsion system, separation causes significant total pressure loss causing a reduction in overall efficiency.
The abilities of traditional flow control techniques are limited due to a strict localization and slow response of such systems.
Surface dielectric barrier discharges (SDBDs) can modify the boundary layer of a flow and have been studied as possible actuators for flow control. Their advantages include fast response, real-time control, low weight and no moving mechanical parts. In many applications, airflow control by DBD actuators is based on the generation of the ionic wind at the wall which adds momentum to the boundary layer. At low flow velocities, those actuators have proven to be effective for a wide range of applications [2, 3] . At high flow velocities, however, the effect of the induced wall jet is almost negligible. In our previous study [4] , the interaction between an AC-driven DBD actuator mounted on a NASA rotor 67 blade profile in transonic flow was
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Specific heat capacity (J kg Reference state investigated and almost no noticeable effect of the actuator on the performance of the rotor was observed. Recently [5, 6] , it was shown that a DBD actuator driven by nanosecond (NS) pulse has a more significant impact on the transonic flow. It was found that in these types of DBD actuators, there is an overheating in the discharge region, which generates a compression wave emerging from the surface into the flow. In this case, the effective control of the flow implies an appreciable change a b in its properties by local energy deposition. Fig. 1 shows the two main approaches by which DBD plasma actuators may influence the flow. The purpose of the present study is to describe a numerical model for a surface dielectric barrier discharge in air, which uses a nanosecond voltage pulse generator. A two-dimensional fluid model of the DBD is used to describe the plasma dynamics at first. The model couples the fluid discharge equations with the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, which include momentum and thermal transfer from the plasma to the neutral gas. The 2D fluid model of the discharge in air provides the space and time evolution of the charged particle densities, electric field and surface charges. The model is solved numerically by means of a finite volume technique. A validation of the model is presented in order to assess the capabilities of the computational code here developed. Secondly, a new plasma energy deposition model is presented based on the analysis of the results of the discharge model.
The remainder of this paper is organized in four sections. Section 2, presents the governing equations and the numerical procedure related to the modeling of the plasma discharge and the energy deposition model. In Section 3 the details of the configuration here considered for the test cases in the numerical experiments are provided. In Section 4, comparison and analysis of the obtained numerical results are presented. Finally, in Section 5, some important conclusions are drawn.
Mathematical model and numerical procedure
Plasma discharge mathematical model
In this model we are not interested in the details of air chemistry and, for the purpose of simplification, we just consider three types of charged particles: electrons, one type of generic positive ion, and one type of generic negative ion. By considering the fluid description of electron and ion transport in air by means of classical drift-diffusion and local field approximation, the continuity equations for the electrons and the ions are written as
where n e , n p , n n are the charged particle densities, ⃗ Γ i , i = e, p, n their fluxes, and α, η, r np and r ep are, respectively, the ionization coefficient, the attachment coefficient, ion-ion and electron-ion recombination coefficients. Moreover ⃗ E is the electric field vector, µ i and D i are the charged particle mobility and diffusion coefficients, respectively, and ⃗ u is the velocity of the gas flow. The recombination coefficients are considered to be constant and equal to 10 −13 m 3 s −1 [7] . The charged particle mobility and ionization coefficients of the air are obtained from Hoskinson [7] 
The charged particle diffusion coefficients in Eqs. (1)- (3) are expressed by the Einstein relation and the charged particles temperature in the diffusion terms are taken as constant, 1 eV for the electrons and 350 K for the ions.
Eqs. (1)- (4) are coupled to a Poisson equation for the electric field:
where ε is the permittivity. The permittivity of air is considered to be equal to that of vacuum (ε 0 = 8.854 × 10
and σ is the surface charge density in kg s
this is evaluated at the dielectric surface, as indicated by the delta function δ s , after time integrating the charged particle fluxes at the surface:
where ⃗ n is the unit normal vector pointing into the computational domain. For the electric field at the outer boundaries, the following condition is held:
and at the electrode, the value of electric potential is prescribed. The electric field inside the dielectric ⃗ E d was related to the electric field ⃗ E at the surface through the relation
where σ is the surface charge density and ⃗ n is the unit normal vector pointing into the computational domain. By implementing this condition, the effect of the surface charge density in the continuity equation is taken into account. In addition zero normal gradients are considered for the boundary conditions of the charged particles at outer boundaries.
The boundary conditions for charged particle number density at the walls are set out by preventing zero charged particle fluxes towards the wall, since the driving forces are directed outwards from it, and by enforcing ion-induced secondary emission at cathode or cathode-like walls:
For certain cases, these boundary conditions lead to numerical instability. For anode or anode-like surfaces, the boundary condition that would satisfy the real situation for negative ions and electrons is one of zero gradient on the electron number density. The derived boundary condition on ions at an anode is a Robin condition for the number density of ions. (However, since the diffusion is always negligible with respect to its drift part in the sheath, it is possible to employ a more robust and simpler condition [8] , namely n p = 0.) On the other hand, for the cathode or cathode-like surfaces, the zero gradient boundary condition could satisfy the condition for the positive ion number density. Here, the boundary condition on electrons is a Robin condition (for simplification, it is possible to neglect the diffusion part). Electrons may be emitted from material surfaces via secondary electron emission. Therefore, the total electron flux near a surface is given by
where γ is the secondary electron emission coefficient at the surface, which is 0.05 for the dielectric surface, and zero for electrode surface. The minus sign indicates that secondary electron fluxes, away from a surface, are proportional to the ion fluxes into that surface.
Gas dynamics equations
For modeling the gas dynamics, a mass-averaged fluid dynamical formulation was employed to represent the motion of the gas as a whole. In this view, the compressible Navier-Stokes formulation is written as
In the above equations, p is the static pressure, I is the unity tensor, τ is the viscous stress tensor, E is total specific energy and κ is the thermal conductivity of air. The interaction terms are ⃗ F EHD , force due to discharge, and p th , the dissipated power due to the conduction current,
In the above equations the viscous stress tensor is as follows:
where µ is the dynamic viscosity of air and is calculated from Sutherland's formula. The above system of equation is closed with the equation of state for a perfect gas, p = ρRT . Coupling parameters due to plasma effects inside the gas dynamic equations are represented through the EHD force ⃗ F EHD and the heating power density p th . The EHD force term is written as [9] ,
In our previous work, the heating power density p th was considered to consist of ion-neutral collisions, actually the energy deposited by electron elastic collisions, rotational excitation and vibration excitation, and was written as
where ξ was the effective fraction of energy deposited by electron, considered to be constant and equal to 0.75 [10, 11] .
However, here we consider a more accurate formulation for the p th of electrons following Unfer and Boeuf [12] . In this view, the gas heating term is composed of two parts, one contribution of the ion-neutral molecule collisions p ions and the other the thermal energy transfer from electrons to neutral particles p th,e . Assuming that all the energy obtained by ions from the electric field is totally transferred into gas heating, p ions is expressed as
The total energy absorbed by electrons from electric field is equal to p elec = σ e E 2 , where σ e is the electron conductivity.
This energy is transferred to neutral molecules and gas heating through electronic excitation, vibrational excitation and elastic and rotational collisions [13, 14] . Moreover, it is assumed that the energy is absorbed by electrons in elastic and rotational excitation, and 30% of the energy in electronic excitation is released instantaneously into gas heating. But, the vibrational excitation of electrons into gas heating is released in a different timescale, with a time constant of τ VT . Thus the contribution of electrons in gas heating can be expressed as
with
where η E is the fractional power deposited in electronic excitation and ξ = 30%. In Eq. (23), considering a relaxation of time of τ VT for vibrational excitation, p VT is obtained by solving a phenomenological equation of the type
where η V is the fractional electron power deposited in vibrational excitation of air molecules. (26)- (28)) and the data obtained by BOLSIG + software.
The three fractional powers deposited by electron (η E , η V , η el−R ) are obtained by fitting curves to data calculated as a function of E/n using BOLSIG + software [15] as ( Fig. 2) :
η el−R = 2.07278 × 10
Surface and volume heating model
Another idea to simplify the numerical complexity and reduce the computational time is to formulate the effect of plasma as volume and surface sources of energy deposition, with a specified frequency inside the flow domain. To this aim, an approach similar to the phenomenological model described in [16] [17] [18] [19] is chosen. To reproduce the overall wave structure, wave speed and strength, and power input to the NS-DBD actuators, a surface and volume heating profile is considered in a way to obtain similar results as in the full discharge modeling. The speed and strength of the initial wave is related to the maximum temperature in the heated region, which is obtained by introducing a volume heating component and the shape of the wave correlates with the temperature distribution along the surface. Fig. 3 demonstrates the development of the compression wave due to volume and surface heating. Using a simple analysis, the volume heating can be estimated from
Considering the discharge volume of 25e − 8 m 3 and temperature ratio increase of 1.4 for the ambient temperature of 300 K, and a relaxation time of 1 µs, we can calculate the power needed per span wise electrode length to actuate the flow as 2.6 × 10 short distance away from the surface. In the second part, when the pulse of energy input is switched off, an expansion wave is generated and propagates into the domain.
Numerical procedure
The strong coupling between the charge density equations and the electric potential results in a severe time step restriction (the maximum allowable time step is the dielectric relaxation time). In order to overcome this constraint, the Poisson equation is solved in a semi-implicit manner for the electric potential [20] ,
In this way the Poisson equation can be rewritten as
Further, a two-stage plasma computation approach [21, 22] is implemented. In this approach, during the voltage pulse, the numerical time step is set to 10 −3 ns, and the full physical model solved. When the input voltage decays the electric field effects become negligible and the space charge density rapidly decreases. Therefore, in this stage, the electric field and space charge are set to zero and the time step is increased to the timescale of the dominant physical process (gas dynamics).
The numerical task has been performed through Object Oriented Programming in the environment of OpenFoam by developing a new solver (UBIPlasmaFoam). The solution of the gas dynamic equations was accomplished based on a density based explicit algorithm. The numerical fluxes were evaluated using the flux difference splitting Roe scheme [23] and to extend the accuracy in space, a second order MUSCL reconstruction scheme is used. Integration in time is performed by multistage pseudo time integration based on a four-stage Runge-Kutta method. Moreover, a two parameter k-ω SST turbulence model with y+ less than one is used for the turbulent transfer description [24] . The initial distribution of parameters corresponding to the steady flow around the airfoil without energy addition was obtained with an absolute error of 10 −6 . The computational grid in the physical region is geometrically adapted towards the wall being refined in the vicinity of the electrode and dielectric surfaces.
Test case configurations
Validation cases
For the validation of the numerical modeling of the plasma discharges, two flat plate DBD actuators are considered (similar to [25] ). The electrodes were considered to be infinitely thin and arranged in asymmetric configuration without a gap between the electrode edges. Moreover, in the initial time instant, the gas is considered to be quasi-neutral, the initial charged particle densities (electrons and positive ions) are considered to be uniform and equal to 10 13 m −3 in the first case and 10 10 m −3 in the second case, in the whole simulation domain. In the first configuration, the length of the exposed a b Fig. 4 . Configuration of the validation test cases for the present plasma discharge modeling.
electrode and the covered electrode are 100 µm and 400 µm, respectively, and a constant voltage of 1200 V is applied to the exposed electrode. The dielectric material is Kapton, having electric permittivity of 10ε 0 and thickness of 50 µm.
The second test case is considered in a similar way to the experiment of Straikovskii et al. [5] and the numerical study of Unfer and Boeuf [9] . The computational domain consists of a 2D rectangular geometry, of dimensions 0.0768 m × 0.0768 m.
The length of the exposed electrode is considered to be 5.1 mm and the lower electrode is 4.8 mm long. The upper electrode is placed at 0.03 m from the left wall. A voltage pulse is applied to the upper electrode. The total pulse duration is 35 ns and the rise and falling time of the nanosecond pulse are 7 ns and 15 ns, respectively. The lower electrode is covered by a dielectric layer 300 µm thick and permittivity is equal to 5ε 0 . The configuration of these test cases is shown in Fig. 4 .
Transonic airfoil gas dynamic with plasma dynamic at low and high angle of attack
The transonic range of flying vehicles is the most difficult to simulate in aerodynamics; on the other hand, the feasibility of controlling transonic flows would greatly improve the aerodynamical performance of flying vehicles (and thereby increase the flight range, reduce the carrier cost, etc.) and allow flight control at maneuvering. In this context, Peschke et al. [26] conducted an experimental study on the effect of DBD plasma actuators on transonic flow over a NACA 3506 airfoil. They concluded that the plasma used did not modify the transonic flow in a significant way. The fact that shock structure does not exhibit significant differences without and with plasma can have several physical causes. The boundary layer is already turbulent in the case without plasma. It is thus not possible in these conditions to generate a transition from a laminar boundary layer to a turbulent one with plasma upstream or below the shock foot. However, the results of [27] show that in some cases, when the aerodynamics situation is sensitive to weak influence, the surface plasma of barrier discharge can affect transonic flow. Moreover, Roupassov et al. [28] showed that the discharge effect is negligible until a specified angle of attack and for the angles higher than the stall angle the discharge switches the flow to unseparated flow.
Therefore, for the study of the effect of plasma actuator on gas dynamic, the plasma actuator is mounted on a NACA 3506 profile with a chord length of c = 77.57 mm, similar to the experiment by Peschke et al. [26] . The electrodes are considered to be infinitely thin. The exposed electrode is located at x/c = 0.32 from the leading edge and is 1 mm wide, and the covered electrode is 10 mm wide. The electrodes are separated by a 0.1 mm thick layer of dielectric material. The permittivity of the dielectric material is 5ε 0 . A single pulse with a peak voltage of Vp = 5 kV and pulse shape similar to that for the second test case is considered as configuration of the power supply. Two different angles of attack are considered. One corresponds to an angle of attack of 4°and other to a post stall angle of attack of 20°. The configuration of the electrodes and the computational grid for this case are presented in Fig. 5 .
Results and discussions
For the first test case the effect of gas heating is not considered and so the only mechanism by which the plasma modifies the flow is through momentum transfer to the fluid. Figs. 6 and 7 shows a simulation results of the time evolution of the discharge plasma for the case of a constant voltage pulse of 1.2 kV. The discharge plasma consists of a quasi-neutral plasma column and a non-neutral ion sheath that propagates along the dielectric surface, away from the exposed electrode. It is obvious from these figures that the discharge is of the streamer type. Our results in Fig. 6 show similar physical behavior in comparison to the results of Nishida and Abe [2] and Bouef and Pitchford [25] .
The distribution of ion charge density is shown in Fig. 7 . It is apparent that, as the charge density of ions and electrons near the dielectric surface is increased, the electric potential on the surface of the dielectric material is raised, thus increasing the extension of the electrode. Fig. 7 also shows that the region with higher ion density is located at the point with the largest electric field, and thus a higher rate of ionization exists there. Fig. 8 illustrates the formation of the wall jet due to addition of momentum to the fluid, in the presence of plasma.
For the second test case the effect of gas heating was taken into account. Fig. 9 shows the general good agreement of the predicted current density, from the present numerical simulation, in comparison with the numerical work of Unfer and Boeuf [9] . Moreover Fig. 10 shows the time evolution of the electron and potential density at four different times. Streamer discharge propagation along the surface of the dielectric was observed during the voltage rise when the exposed electrode plays the role of anode. Fig. 11 illustrates the spatial distribution of the gas pressure induced by the discharge at two different time instants. These results highlight that fast gas heating takes place in the boundary layer, close to the edge of the exposed electrode, thus producing a micro-shock wave. Fig. 12 shows the formation of the micro-shock wave above the dielectric surface mounted on the surface of the NACA 3506 airfoil. The formation of the plasma on the surface of the electrode leads to a very fast gas heating of the fluid near the surface, which in this case results in the formation of a compression wave traveling outward from the surface.
In general, the solution of the coupled plasma dynamics and gas dynamics equations together is computationally very expensive. To increase the efficiency of the numerical computations, two different approaches may be adopted, as referred to before. The first is the two-stage plasma calculation technique, and the second is the plasma energy deposition model. In Fig. 13 , the computed temperature profile at the surface dielectric material, for the NACA 3506 airfoil, is shown together with the imposed profile. The surface heating profile is a step profile that has a jump at a critical point x c . Two important parameters of this profile are the temperature ratio and the critical step point. modeling approaches is less than 1e-3. The jumps in the plots represent the instants of time at which the plasma pulse is active.
Additionally, Fig. 15 shows the time variation of pressure at three different locations near the surface of the airfoil at angle of attack of α = 20
• . The peak values show the waves that reach the probe locations. There is a small difference in the values of the wave strength seen by the pressure sign arriving at the point, for each model. This is completely natural as the energy input and distribution in the plasma energy deposition model is not the same as in the plasma discharge model. However, the difference remains within an acceptable range. Fig. 16 compares the shape, position and strength of the plasma micro-shock wave obtained by the energy deposition model and the multistage plasma calculation approach. By comparing the contour plots, we see that the plasma energy deposition model is able to capture the plasma micro-shock wave structure with good accuracy, without the need of solving the plasma dynamics equation, for the whole duration of the calculation. In this case, there is an imposed external transonic flow (M = 0.75) in the vicinity of the NACA 3506 airfoil, at an angle of attack of 20°. A micro-shock wave is formed and propagates into the flow at the speed of sound, interacting with the flow over the surface. High local density gradients whirl the heated air downstream. The combined effects of heating convection and repetitive pulse discharge lead to a modification of the flow features. The plasma micro-shock wave in the vicinity of the NACA 3506 with the angle of attack of 20°is shown. Table 1 gives the CPU time required by each model for the completion of 1 ms of simulation time for the case of the NACA 3506 airfoil. Clearly, the plasma energy deposition model is a lot less computationally expensive in comparison to other models. Although this model does not have the complexity of the others, it is still able to capture the main features of the effects of NS DBD plasma actuators correctly. Thus it presents itself as a good candidate to be used for modeling large scale problems.
Conclusions
A solver for both plasma and gas dynamics, based on the transport equations of charged particles and the Navier-Stokes equations, is developed in the OpenFoam environment for modeling nanosecond plasma actuators. Based on the results of the plasma discharge model, an energy deposition model was also developed for the simulation of the effects of DBD actuators. The accuracy of the solver was tested through comparison with the available results in the literature. It was shown that fast energy transfer, from plasma to fluid, leads to the formation of micro-shock waves responsible for modifying the main flow features. Also, a nanosecond plasma actuator for transonic flow over an airfoil was tested numerically. Although this model does not have the complexity of others, it was shown that it is able to capture the main features of the effect of NS DBD plasma actuators correctly, with less computational time. Thus it could be viable for modeling large scale problems when use of standard plasma discharge models is not viable.
